ABSTRACT X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy is the ideal non-destructive technique for characterizing and quantifying S species in compositionally complex natural materials such as silicate glasses and minerals, coals, asphalts and asphaltenes, kerogens and humic substances. Sulfur absorption edges represent the transition of S 1s and 2p core electrons to unoccupied antibonding orbitals at the bottom of the conduction band. Shifts in the position of the absorption-edge feature of S K-and L-edge XANES spectra constitute a chemical ruler for oxidation state of both inorganic and organic species of S; the S K edge shifts from 2469.5 eV for chalcopyrite (2-oxidation state) to 2482 eV for gypsum (6+). However, chemical state of S in Earth materials is most readily assigned by comparing the overall XANES profi le with spectra for reference compounds. Sulfur XANES spectra are reviewed for pyrite, troilite, pyrrhotite and NiAs-type Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S, niningerite (MgS), oldhamite (CaS), alabandite (MnS) and cubic FeS, and sphalerite and related phases, as well as for selected solid-solutions of the monosulfi des. Sulfur XANES spectra for FeS, CoS, NiS, MgS, CaS, MnS and ZnS have been simulated by multiple scattering calculations. The S K-edge XANES of transition-metal-bearing monosulfi des generally show anomalous absorption consistent with hybridization of the fi nal S 3p * antibonding states with empty 3d orbitals on the metal atoms. Various applications of S K-and L-edge XANES fi ngerprinting are discussed, including speciation of inorganic S in basaltic glasses, lazurite and haüyne, identifi cation of organic functional groups of S in coals, kerogens and humic substances extracted from subtropical soils and marine sediments, and the association of sulfated sugars with calcifi cation of coral aragonite skeletons.
INTRODUCTION
Sulfur is characteristically heterovalent, exhibiting by far the greatest range in oxidation state (2-to 6+) of the geochemically abundant elements, and readily forms chemical bonds with both more electropositive and more electronegative elements. In consequence, it has a diverse geochemical affi nity and is highly mobile under both magmatic and surfi cial conditions, moving freely among the lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere. Sulfur is an important major to minor constituent in the solar system, having a cosmic atomic abundance close to that of Fe. The average chondrite contains about 1.9 wt% S, and CI carbonaceous chondrite, about 6.2 wt% S, with S occurring almost exclusively as troilite (FeS) , although the cubic monosulfi des oldhamite (CaS) and niningerite [(Mg,Fe) S] are the important sulfi des in rare reduced enstatite chondrites (e.g., Skinner & Luce 1971 , Fleet & MacRae 1987 . Although S is a candidate for the light-element component in the outer (liquid) core of Earth, it has a very low abundance in the Earth's mantle. Nevertheless, it is an important minor component in magmatic systems, occurring as species dissolved in the silicate melt and vapor phase and as sulfi de or sulfate minerals. Sulfur is lost from magmas by the segregation or precipitation of metal sulfi des in the upper crust and degassing under near-surface conditions. As reviewed in Fleet et al. (2005a) , the behavior of S in melts, minerals and fl uids is complicated, with speciation changing primarily as a function of composition and fugacity of O and S: in reduced systems, the dissolution of S in magmas is strongly dependent on Fe and less dependent on f(O 2 ), whereas in oxidized systems, it is strongly dependent on f(O 2 ). Sulfate becomes important in oxidized wet magmas and is the stable species in surfi cial environments in open contact with the atmosphere. Interestingly, up to half of the free O of photosynthetic origin produced and removed from the atmosphere throughout Earth history may be sequestered in sedimentary sulfate minerals (e.g., Schidlowski 1981) , S redox being up to eight times more effi cient than oxidation of ferrous iron in this respect.
The inorganic S species encountered in geochemistry and mineralogy include sulfi de (S 2-), bisulfi de (HS -), disulfi de (S 2 2-), other polysulfi des (S n 1-, S n 2-), native S (S 0 ), thiosulfate (S 2 O 3 2-), sulfi te (SO 3 2-) and sulfate ). Under reducing conditions, S behaves as an anion (or alloying element), forming bonds directly with metal cations, whereas under oxidizing conditions, it is a complex-forming cation, and in some compounds of intermediate oxidation state, it occurs in both anionic and cationic forms. Moreover, organically bound S may be a signifi cant component of the total S of sedimentary rocks, sediments and soils, occurring in fossil fuels, kerogen, humus and microbes. Gaseous forms of S in nature include H 2 S and SO 2 (both highly toxic), as well as S 2 at magmatic temperatures. Metal sulfi de and disulfi de minerals have interesting solidstate properties and are actively studied in solid-state chemistry and mineral physics. These minerals belong to the broad spectrum of metal chalcogenide compounds that crystallize with familiar structure-types, such as those of nickeline, pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite, wurtzite and halite; they have numerous applications in the hightechnology industrial sector.
This paper is a review of the application of S K-and L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy in mineralogy and geochemistry. XANES spectroscopy has proven to be the ideal in situ and non-destructive technique for studying the chemical state of S in Earth materials. The XANES spectrum is a fi ngerprint of chemical state, equivalent in many respects to the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern of standard crystalline materials. Sulfur K-and L-edge XANES spectra have been used to characterize and quantify S in compositionally complex natural materials such as silicate glasses, silicate and phosphate minerals, coal, petroleum and related hydrocarbons and humic substances, as well as in metal sulfi des and sulfates. Moreover, XANES spectra yield insight into the chemical bonding of S in minerals, with the promise of more fundamental information as the theoretical background of XANES evolves. The fi ftieth anniversary of The Mineralogical Association of Canada coincides with the general availability of Canadian Light Source (CLS) beamlines to the user community. It is appropriate to focus this review on S XANES because Canadian researchers have been prominent in developing X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in the soft and ultrasoft X-ray regions as an investigative tool in mineralogy and geochemistry, and S is a critical element in the formation and exploitation of metalliferous ore deposits and energy resources.
OVERVIEW OF THEORY AND PRACTISE X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is concerned with analysis of the fi ne structure in the X-ray absorption profi le. For energies below about 10 keV, X-rays are absorbed by photo-ionization, a process in which a photon is absorbed by an atom and an electron is excited to a bound or quasi-bound state. The absorption coeffi cient in this energy region decreases discontinuously, in a characteristic sawtooth pattern, with increasing energy of X-ray photons or decreasing wavelength (). The discontinuities, or absorption edges, correspond to the threshold energies of the allowed photoelectron transitions from core-electron orbital levels of the constituent atoms to the lowest unoccupied orbital levels above the valence band, and are restricted by the atomic selection rules ⌬L = ±1, ⌬J = 0 or ±1, where ⌬L and ⌬J represent change in the quantum numbers for total orbital angular momentum (L) and grand total angular momentum (J). The photoelectron transition channels important in S XANES are summarized in Figure 1 . For the halite-structure monosulfi de MgS (niningerite), which is an insulator and does not have 3d electrons, the fi nal states are unoccupied antibonding orbitals at the bottom of the conduction band. Thus, an edge jump at ~2475 eV in the X-ray absorption profi le of MgS represents the S K edge and corresponds to the photoelectron transition S 1s → S 3p *, and a composite edge-jump near 163-164 eV represents the S L edge and corresponds to the photoelectron transition S 2p → S 3s *. In addition, transition to empty S 3d states may result in a second absorption peak in the ultrasoft X-ray region at somewhat higher energy. Complications arise for certain transition-metal sulfi des, like pyrrhotite, where the K edge represents transition to unoccupied S 3p * states hybridized with empty Fe 3d states. More generally, fi nal states for photoelectron transitions may also include empty d bands and orbitals (e.g., Fleet & Muthupari 2000) , as well as unoccupied * antibonding orbitals, with the fi rst two resulting in sharp pre-peaks in absorption spectra. The photoelectron transition defi ning the S K edge most commonly results in a recognizable peak, or white line (e.g., Figs. 2, 3), located slightly above the Fermi level (E F ) and ionization threshold.
Absorption fi ne-structure occurs in the vicinity of the edge, extending to about 200 eV above the edge for light elements and 1000 eV for heavy elements. It is conventionally divided into two regions: XANES, which extends from the threshold for absorption to about 25-40 eV above the edge, and EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure), which extends to higher energies. XANES theory and applications were reviewed in Durham (1988) and Bianconi (1988) , and foundation papers include Kutzler et al. (1980) , Natoli et al. (1980) , Stöhr et al. (1983) and Bunker & Stern (1984) . EXAFS spectra are characterized by an oscillation superimposed on an otherwise monotonically decreasing profi le that falls off with 3 dependency. Its basic physical explanation (modulation of the outgoing photoelectron wave by back-scattering from neighboring atoms) has been known for some time (e.g., Lytle et al. 1975 , Stern 1988 of the EXAFS spectrum yields information on bond distance(s), coordination number and thermal + static displacement of the absorber atom. EXAFS is a unique probe of the local environment of atoms in condensed matter. Unfortunately, for atoms of low atomic number, absorption fi ne-structure decays rapidly past the edge, so that the information that EXAFS can provide for light elements like S is limited (e.g., Bunker & Stern 1984) . On the other hand, XANES spectra for light elements are relatively animated, and have provided information on oxidation states of S and B (Li et al. 1995a (Li et al. , 1996 , nearest-neighbor coordination of B, Al and Si (Fleet & Muthupari 2000 , Li et al. 1995b , c, Fleet et al. 1997 and differential bonding in borate and borosilicate minerals (Fleet & Liu 2001) . Moreover, the strength of absorption peaks is proportional to the amount of absorber species present. This relation is quantitative for S K-edge XANES spectra of metal-sulfi de solid-solutions (Farrell & Fleet 2000 , 2001 , Farrell et al. 2002 , minor amounts of S species in coals (Hussain et al. 1982 , Huffman et al. 1991 , and minor to trace amounts of S in basaltic glass (Paris et al. 2001 , Fleet et al. 2005a . Because both initial and fi nal electron states are important in defi ning the transition energy associated with the edge feature, the XANES spectrum yields information on the lower part of the conduction band, and the chemical state and local stereochemical environment of the absorber atom. Moreover, through hybridization of unoccupied antibonding orbitals and empty metal 3d orbitals of S, S K-and L-edge XANES spectra also reveal details of the 3d electron confi guration and bonding of metal atoms coordinated with S, even though the metal atoms are not probed directly. The XANES spectrum is, in fact, a map of the unoccupied partial density-of-states (DOS) above the valence band of the analyzed compound, as viewed through the perspective of the absorber atom.
FIG. 2. Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for some reference compounds and minerals, showing, in both left and right panels, the progressive shift of the absorption-edge peak (a) to higher energy with increase in oxidation state of S. Troilite is Fe 0.923 S, and close in composition to hexagonal pyrrhotite; niningerite is the MgS end-member. The spectra were collected in total electron yield (TEY) mode.
Where the unoccupied partial DOS can be interpreted using a molecular orbital diagram or energy band and DOS calculation (and also with data for electrical and magnetic properties), S XANES provide insight into the electronic structure of S-bearing minerals. Finally, S Kand L-edge XANES spectra are reproducible, from one measurement to another, and are becoming increasingly more important for fi ngerprinting S moieties in complex natural materials. Disappointingly, it is still not possible to extract bond distances and details of local coordination from XANES spectra of uncharacterized materials, but there have been encouraging advances in the simulation of S K-and L 2,3 -edge XANES of alkaline-earth and transition-metal monosulfi des using multiple-scattering theory (Durham 1988 , Bianconi 1988 , Farrell et al. 2002 . The EXAFS oscillation is the product of a single scattering process extending into k space. In this form, the EXAFS spectrum can be Fourier-transformed to yield a radial distribution function in real space. The nature of the XANES spectrum is much more complex, involving the photoelectron transition at the edge and modulation of the transition energy by multiple scattering pathways above the edge. Therefore, it is not amenable to Fourier transformation (or any other form of inversion). The separation of the XANES and EXAFS regions is also obscure. Bianconi (1988) suggested that the boundary between the two spectral regions could be considered to be where the wave vector of the photoelectron (k) equals 2/R (R is the shortest interatomic distance): in the XANES region, the photoelectron wavelength is greater than the interatomic distance (k < 2/R), and multiple scattering dominates. However, systematic shifts of the -shape resonances in FIG. 3 . Sulfur L-edge XANES spectra for some reference compounds, including pyrite, native S, sodium thiosulfate, sodium sulfate, (E) DL-methionine sulfoxide, (F) dibenzothiophene sulfone, (G) poly(1,4-phenelene ether-sulfone) and (H) sodium anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (after Kasrai et al. 1996b) .
the absorption spectra of gas-phase molecules (Stöhr et al. 1983 , Sette et al. 1984 and of peaks in the XANES spectra of cubic sulfi des and halides (Kasrai et al. 1988 (Kasrai et al. , 1991 suggest that single scattering extends well into the XANES region. The shifts in these spectral features are consistent with Natoli's rule (e.g., Stern 1988) which states that the energy of an absorption peak above the threshold, ⌬E, is inversely proportional to R 2 , where R is either a lattice spacing or interatomic distance, giving (⌬E R 2 ) = C; C is a constant for the absorbing material, equal to 150.4 eVÅ 2 for the free electron, and the 1/R 2 dependence is identifi ed with the basic EXAFS expression. The linear correlation for the S L-edge XANES spectrum of galena (PbS) extends downward to about 11 eV above the threshold (Fig. 4) . The XANES spectra of UWO researchers discussed presently were collected at the Canadian Synchrotron Radiation Facility (CSRF), Aladdin storage ring (University of Wisconsin at Madison, Wisconsin). The beamlines used are described in Yang et al. (1992) , Bancroft (1992) and Tan et al. (1982) , and typical experimental procedures are summarized in Farrell et al. (2002) and Fleet et al. (2005c) . For the most part, these XANES spectra have been energy-calibrated to the S K-and L 3 -edge features of native S at 2472.0 and 162.5 eV, respectively (Fuggle & Inglesfi eld 1992) , although some earlier studies used slightly different values, and some spectra have been calibrated against pyrite. The S K and L edges lie in the soft and ultrasoft X-ray regions, respectively, requiring very low-pressure conditions (~10 -9 Torr) for their measurement. Unlike silicate minerals and strongly bonded insulating materials in general, considerable care has to be taken in sample preparation for sulfides, because metal sulfi des are reactive to air, and the resulting oxidation and hydration at the mineral surface and near-surface are greatly enhanced by crushing and grinding. Sulfur K-and L-edge XANES recorded by total electron yield (TEY, or current yield) are essentially near-surface measurements: the sample depths probed are estimated to be ~230 Å and <50 Å for TEY, compared with 1000-2000 Å and >600 Å for fl uorescence yield (FY), respectively (Kawai et al. 1994 , Kasrai et al. 1996a . Sample preparation for S L-edge XANES should be made in a glove bag fi lled with dry nitrogen gas and attached to the sample port of the spectrometer (Farrell et al. 2002 , and for S K-edge XANES, exposure to air and crushing of the sample should be minimal. It is desirable to make simultaneous measurements of TEY and FY to ensure that the signal from the near surface corresponds to that from the bulk. The surfaces of monosulfi des of the 3d transition metals (e.g., Ti 1-x S, Fe 1-x S, Co 1-x S and Ni 1-x S) and pyrite-group CoS 2 and NiS 2 are particularly reactive to air. The Co and Ni sulfi des readily oxidize to sulfates in the near-surface, and published S K-edge XANES of these compounds commonly show a spurious peak near 2482 eV, corresponding to the K edge of sulfate; e.g., see discussion of Zajdel et al. (1999) in Farrell & Fleet (2001) . Also, a spurious sulfate peak in XANES spectra of synthetic and basaltic S-bearing glass is not uncommon, and is most readily attributable to nearsurface oxidation of reduced S species during sample preparation (Fleet et al. 2005a) . FIG. 4. (a) Background-subtracted S L-edge XANES spectrum for galena, and (b) correlation plot between energy above threshold (⌬E) and 1/R 2 for peaks h (nearest-neighbor shell; S-Pb interaction), g (lattice spacing; d 111 ), f (second shell; S-S), and e (third shell; S-Pb) (after Kasrai et al. 1991 Hitchcock et al. 1987 , Kitamura et al. 1988 , Vairavamurthy et al. 1993a , b, Li et al. 1995a , Womes et al. 1997 , Vairavamurthy 1998 , Farrell & Fleet 2000 , 2001 , Farrell et al. 2002 , Paris et al. 2001 , Fleet et al. 2005a . Representative K-and L 2,3 -edge XANES spectra for some minerals and synthetic compounds of known composition and structural or molecular state (reference compounds) are given in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. The K-edge spectra are characterized by a prominent absorption-edge feature a, attributable to transition of the S 1s core electron to the lowest unoccupied antibonding states on the S atom, and various post-edge features b, c, d, etc., attributable largely to multiplescattering resonances, with the broad feature b in the XANES spectrum of Fe 0.923 S having contributions from both sources. For most of these reference compounds (e.g., niningerite, native S, Na 2 SO 3 and gypsum), the bottom of the conduction band is populated by S 3s * and S 3p * orbitals, and the K-edge feature represents the photoelectron transition S 1s → S 3p *, the 1s → 3s transition channel being forbidden by the atomic selection rules. Complications arise for sulfi des with low-lying empty 3d orbitals (transition-metal sulfi des and CaS) owing to hybridization of S antibonding states and metal 3d states (e.g., Farrell & Fleet 2001 , Farrell et al. 2002 . The positions of the edge peak of XANES spectra represent the characteristic chemical shifts, and are reproducible to ±0.1 eV (Table 1) . Li et al. (1995a) and others have demonstrated a progressive shift of the S K and L 2,3 absorption edges to higher energy with increase in the oxidation state of S, spanning 10-12 eV from sulfi des (2-) to native S (0), sulfi te (4+) and sulfate (6+). The energy position of the edge feature of S K-edge XANES increases from 2469.5-2470 eV for transition-metal monosulfi des (2-) to 2471 eV for disulfi des of the pyrite group (1-), 2472 eV for native S (0), 2478 eV for sulfi tes and 2482 eV for sulfates (Fig. 5) .
This ruler for the chemical state of S works well for metallic sulfi des, native S and oxysulfi des, but is complicated by an overall shift of about 45 eV in the positions of K-and L-edge peaks for metal sulfi des (all of nominal 2-oxidation state for S), which vary from 2469.5 and 160.4 eV for chalcopyrite to 2475.1 and FIG. 5 . Position of S K edge for some reference compounds and minerals, showing a curvilinear correlation with oxidation state of S for compositions ranging from metallic metal sulfi des to gypsum. Note also the marked infl uence of bond character of monosulfi des, with the K edge shifting to higher energy with decreasing covalence (after Fleet et al. 2005a). 164.3 eV for niningerite, respectively (Table 1) , and correlate linearly with increase in the direct energy-band gap (Li et al. 1994a) . Fleet et al. (2005a) noted that the nature of the metal exerts a considerable infl uence on the position of the absorption edges of the metal sulfi des because, in these structures, the S atom is bonded directly to the metal cation. In respect to physical properties, these minerals and compounds span the full range from metals, to small band-gap covalently bound semiconductors, to ionic insulators. As the position of the absorption edge is determined very largely by the fi nal state of the photoelectron (at the bottom of the conduction band), it is clear that the edge peak must shift to higher energy as the band gap opens up. The variation in S K-edge position from 2469.5 eV for chalcopyrite to 2477 eV for the second edge-peak of oldhamite (CaS), all representing the nominal 2-oxidation state, spans the full range of reduced and intermediate oxidation states of S species in the chemical-shift scale shown in Figure 5 , from S 2-to S 4+ . For this reason, the overall XANES profi le of reference compounds (the XANES fi ngerprint) is often much more useful than the actual edge-position for assignment of oxidation state and speciation of S in complex Earth materials.
SULFIDES S K-edge XANES
The S K-edge XANES spectra for synthetic Fe, Co and Ni monosulfi des with the hexagonal NiAs-type (nickeline-type, B8) structure are superfi cially similar (Fig. 6 ), differing principally in the size of the edge peak a. As noted above, this edge feature (white line) is commonly attributed to the s → (p,d) transition channel (see also Pong et al. 1994 , Womes et al. 1997 . Although transition of a 1s core electron to unoccupied 3d nonbonding and antibonding states is forbidden by the atomic selection rules in the electric-dipole approximation (L = ±1), these forbidden transitions become weakly to strongly allowed at both the metal and S K edges of metal sulfi des through hybridization of S antibonding and metal 3d states (e.g., Tossell 1977) . This p-d hybridization is particularly strong for 3d(e g ) states of octahedrally coordinated metal atoms. Peak a is also referred to elsewhere as a "pre-edge" feature, but recent studies suggest that it is indeed located above the Fermi level (E F ) at the bottom of the conduction band. For example, Womes et al. (1997) calculated the band structures of synthetic troilite (FeS) and pyrite (FeS 2 ), including the S 3s and 3p and Fe 3d, 4s and 4p states, using the tight-binding approach, and compared the partial density-of-states (PDOS) at the bottom of the conduction band with their experimental XANES spectra (Fig. 7) . XANES measurements were made at the S K and Fe K and L 3 edges for both of these Fe sulfi des, and the XANES and PDOS were compared on a common energy-scale using calculated values of E F . The vertical dashed lines in Figure 7 locate maxima in the PDOS and indicate possible schemes of hybridization. Womes et al. (1997) assigned peak a in the S K-edge XANES of troilite (FeS), as above, to transition to S 3p * states mixed with unoccupied Fe 3d states, and the broad feature b to transitions to S p-like states in the conduction band hybridized with Fe 4sp orbitals, but noted that the intensity of this latter peak (b) may be intensified by multiple-scattering effects in the continuum. On the other hand, the Fe 3d and S 3p * states in pyrite are separated by about 0.7 eV. In consequence, mixing of the Fe 3d and S 3p states is more limited, and the S K-edge peak is defi ned largely by transition to S 3p * states. The onset of the second, broad feature in the S K-edge XANES of pyrite represents transition to S 3p states hybridized with Fe 4s and 4p states. FIG. 6 . Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for synthetic NiAstype Fe 0.923 S, Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S, compared with c spacing in the hexagonal unit-cell and corresponding simulated spectra for FeS, CoS and NiS, calculated using the multiple-scattering (MS) program G4XANES for a cluster size of four neighbor shells (37 atoms) in the ground-state potential (after Soldatov et al. 2004 ).
As reviewed in Farrell & Fleet (2001) , the 3d electron confi gurations of the divalent Fe, Co and Ni monosulfi des with the NiAs-type or -derivative structure are well understood from the magnetic behavior of these compounds (e.g., Hobbs & Hafner 1999) . Stoichiometric FeS is antiferromagnetic at room temperature (RT; i.e., the mineral troilite; see Fig. 1 ), but paramagnetic above 420 K, whereas at RT, pyrrhotite is variously paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic with progressive increase in Fe vacancies. Ferrous iron in these monosulfi des has the high spin t 2g
4 -e g 2 confi guration with the majority spin (↑) t 2g
␣ and e g ␣ bands fi lled, minority spin (↓) t 2g ␤ band one-third fi lled, and minority spin (↓) e g ␤ band empty. On the other hand, Co 1-x S is Pauli paramagnetic at RT, and divalent Co has the low spin t 2g
6 -e g 1 electronic confi guration, with majority spin (↑) t 2g ␣ and minority spin (↓) t 2g ␤ bands fi lled, majority spin (↑) e g ␣ band halffi lled and minority spin (↓) e g ␤ band empty. Moreover, ␣-NiS is paramagnetic at RT and antiferromagnetic below 260 K, and divalent Ni has the high spin t 2g 6 -e g 2 confi guration, with majority spin (↑) t 2g ␣ and e g ␣ and minority spin (↓) t 2g ␤ bands fi lled, and minority spin (↓) e g ␤ band empty. Stoichiometric FeS (troilite) is a small-band-gap semiconductor, but the nature of this band gap and of the metallic behavior above 420 K is controversial, because electron delocalization through overlap of the half-fi lled t 2g ␤ and empty e g ␤ bands is prohibited by symmetry. Goodenough (1967) recognized that trigonal distortion of the face-shared FeS 6 octahedra below 420 K could split the t 2g levels into narrow bands parallel FIG. 7 . Superposition of the S K-and Fe K-and L 3 -edge XANES and theoretical partial density-of-states (DOS) on a common (relative) energy-scale, for pyrite and troilite (FeS); vertical dashed lines locate maxima in partial DOS, and their alignment with spectral features suggests possible hybridization schemes for the fi nal states of photoelectron transitions (after Womes et al. 1997) .
(⌫ I ) and normal (⌫ II ) to the c axis, and thus directly account for the energy gap; partial overlap of the ⌫ I and ⌫ II bands at the transition temperature would explain the metallic behavior at higher temperature. However, recent density-of-states (DOS) studies invoke extensive hybrization of S 3p and metal 3d states in the valence band and attribute the metallic behavior to metal-Smetal bonding (e.g., Raybaud et al. 1997) . Metallic behavior in Co 1-x S and NiS is generally attributed to delocalization of e g ␣ electrons through overlap of the e g ␣ and e g ␤ bands. Although the nature of the chemical bonding and metal-metal interaction in transitionmetal chalcogenides and pnictides with the NiAs-type and derivative structures remains controversial (e.g., Marfunin 1979 , Sakkopoulos et al. 1984 , 1986 , Dijkstra et al. 1989 , Tossell & Vaughan 1992 , Nakamura et al. 1993 , Raybaud et al. 1997 , Hobbs & Hafner 1999 , most studies show that, at the metal-rich limit of the Fe, Co and Ni monosulfi des, the metallic character increases in the sequence FeS < NiS < Co 1-x S, and is associated with progressive increase in covalence and decrease in metal 3d electron-interaction energy.
The size of the edge peak for the S K-edge XANES spectra in Figure 6 is, to a fi rst approximation, proportional to the number of available fi nal states and, hence, to the extent of hybridization of empty S 3p * antibonding and metal 3d(e g ) orbitals (Pong et al. 1994) . Unoccupied e g ␤ states have the appropriate symmetry for hybridization with p states (e.g., Farrell & Fleet 2001) , although other authors also recognize a contribution from metal t 2g states in NiAs-type sulfi des (e.g., Womes et al. 1997) . Given the availability of empty e g ␤ states, the second critical factor controlling the area of the edge peak is the degree of covalence of the metal-S bonds, which increases with increase in metallic character. Briefl y, an increase in metallic character is associated with decrease in unit-cell volume and shorter metal-S bonds, and thus, increase in covalence and orbital (or band) overlap (e.g., Nakamura et al. 1993) . The progressive increase in area of the edge peak in the sequence Co 1-x S > Ni 1-x S > Fe 1-x S is in complete agreement with data on the unit-cell volumes (values of c unit-cell parameter are given in Fig. 6 ) and band-energy models for these monosulfi des. Farrell & Fleet (2001) also measured the variation in edge-peak area of the S K-edge XANES spectra for synthetic binary and ternary solid-solutions in the system Fe 0.923 S -Co 0.923 S -Ni 0.923 S (Fig. 8) ; the nonstoichiometric composition was adopted to avoid precipitation of a Co-rich pentlandite phase. Farrell & Fleet made the interesting observation that the area of the edge peak does not correlate directly with average number of 3d electrons per metal atom. The plots of edge-peak area versus binary composition have a maximum value at the end-member Co 0.923 S, but not at other combinations of metal atoms giving a 3d electron count of 6.83 (which is the average number of 3d electrons per Co atom in Co 0.923 S). The lowest values of edge-peak area occur for Fe 0.923 S -Ni 0.923 S binary compositions, and the ternary compositions have intermediate values. Although the absorber atom is S, the fi nal states available to the photoelectron are determined by the nearest-neighbor metal atoms. Hence, the absorption of synchrotron radiation is modulated by the local electronic structure of individual absorber atoms, rather than by the average band-structure of the crystals. This distinction between local and crystal phenomena is related to the time scale of the measurement and, in particular, the short relaxation-times of transitions involving core electrons. Furthermore, because edgepeak area directly refl ects increase in the number and availability of empty e g orbitals and covalence of metal-S bonds, the correlation between edge-peak area and metallic character for NiAs-type Fe-Co-Ni monosulfi des is graphic experimental evidence for hybridization of S antibonding and metal 3d orbitals.
In recent work, S K-and L 2,3 -edge XANES for synthetic Fe 0.923 S, Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S were measured and simulated using a full multiple-scattering (MS) approach and assuming ideal formulae for FeS, CoS and NiS, respectively ). The S Kedge results are shown in Figure 6 . The multiple-scattering simulations were made with the computer code G4XANES (Della Longa et al. 1995) , and the FEFF8.2 computing package (Ankudinov et al. 1998) calculated XANES show good agreement with the experimental spectra, for both edges and for relatively small atomic clusters, i.e., 19 to 37 atoms, with the latter size of cluster corresponding to four neighbor shells. One evident shortcoming in the results for the S K-edge XANES is that feature b is more peaked in the calculated spectra. However, the simulations do show the progressive increase in strength of the edge peak a and shift of features b and c to higher energy in the sequence FeS to NiS and CoS (least metallic to most metallic). The latter result is in agreement with Natoli's rule (Bianconi 1988) , which states that for solids of the same structure-type, the energy position of XANES peaks above the threshold (⌬E) is inversely proportional to interatomic distance or lattice spacing (R). The application of Natoli's rule to the XANES spectra of simple cubic structures (Kasrai et al. 1991) has been noted above. The calculated local partial spinpolarized density of unoccupied electron states for these compounds resulted in similar distributions for the separate spinup and spin-down states. More interestingly, in addition to the "normal" hybridization of admixture type (where the maximum of one partial DOS corresponds to the maximum of another), there is a second type of hybridization in which the density of S p states is pushed away from the interval of metal d states. The results for NiS (Fig. 9) show that over a narrow region of energy immediately below E F , the interaction between occupied S p states and Ni d states has a repulsive character. This conclusion is consistent with the calculated energy-band structures of transition-metal compounds, which tend to restrict the metal d states to narrow bands above the valence band. The S K-and L 2,3 -edge XANES spectra of synthetic end-members and binary solid-solutions of monosulfi des having the cubic rocksalt (B1) structure-type in the system CaS-MgS-MnS-FeS were investigated by Farrell & Fleet (2000) , Farrell et al. (2002) and Kravtsova et al. (2004) , who also calculated the partial DOS in the conduction band of MgS and CaS, and troilite as well. The composition space investigated includes oldhamite (CaS), alabandite (MnS) and niningerite [(Mg,Fe)S]. At the temperature of synthesis (1000°C), solid solution is complete along the MgS-MnS join, and extends to 68 and 74 mol.% FeS along the MgS-FeS and MgS-MnS joins, respectively (Skinner & Luce 1971) . Representative S K-edge XANES are shown in Figure 10 . At room temperature and pressure, both MgS and CaS are diamagnetic and classical insulators or large indirect band-gap semiconductors. The band gap (2.7 eV) in niningerite (MgS) is bounded by S 3p bonding orbitals in the upper part of the valence band and unoccupied Mg 3s (and to a lesser extent, S 3d) orbitals and S 3p * antibonding orbitals in the lower part of the conduction band. The bottom of the conduction band of oldhamite (CaS) is complex and crowded by unoccupied Ca 3d orbitals and Ca 4s and S 3p * antibonding orbitals. Alabandite (MnS) is a diluted magnetic semiconductor and reportedly has exceptional magnetic and magneto-optical properties derived through interaction of hybridized S sp and Mn 3d states (Sato et al. 1997) . At room temperature, ␣-MnS has an antiferromagnetic spin-ordered structure with the high-spin t 2g 3 and e g 2 confi guration. The band gap lies between occupied Mn 3d states in the valence band and unoccupied S 3p * antibonding states hybridized with empty Mn 3d(e g ) and 3d(t 2g ) states in the conduction band.
In agreement with these electronic structures, the S K-edge of niningerite (MgS) shows no evidence of p-d hybridization, but the s → (p,d) transition channel is represented by the fi rst (broad) peak a1 of the compound edge feature of oldhamite (CaS) and the shoulder a on the edge feature of alabandite (MnS) (Fig. 10) . The splitting of the S K-edge feature of CaS due to the s → (p,d) transition channel is nicely reproduced by the multiple-scattering simulation of Farrell et al. (2002) (Fig. 11) . These calculations were made in the groundstate potential of the absorber atom, although the relaxed state of the atom, which takes into account the presence of the core hole created by the electronic transition, is thought to be a more appropriate physical model. The latter is readily approximated by using the electronic structure of the element of adjacent (higher) atomic number, the so-called Z + 1 approximation (Bianconi 1988 ). As Figure 11 shows, there is no signifi cant difference between the relaxed-and excited-state spectra for oldhamite (CaS). More systematic simulations of the S K-and L 2,3 -edge XANES spectra for the cubic monosulfi des are given in Kravtsova et al. (2004) , who FIG. 9 . The Ni d and S p densities of electronic states (DOS) in the valence band of NiS, calculated for a cluster size of 170 atoms. The S p DOS is multiplied by a factor of two; note that S p states "avoid" Ni d states in the interval A-B (after Soldatov et al. 2004) .
noted that agreement with corresponding experimental spectra required comparatively large atomic clusters of 9 to 13 neighbor shells. The experimental S K-edge XANES spectra for the cubic solid-solutions show progressive evolution of a satellite shoulder or peak on the low-energy fl ank of the edge feature a (Fig. 12) , which for the Fe-bearing sulfi des is aligned with the edge peak of cubic FeS (B1) (Fig. 10) and represents progressively increasing participation of metal 3d orbitals in metal-S bonding with increase in substitution by Fe in (Mg,Fe)S and (Mn,Fe)S and by Mn in (Mg,Mn)S (Farrell & Fleet 2000 , Farrell et al. 2002 . Increase in satellite-peak area refl ects an increase in overall attainability of metal 3d states for hybridization with S 3p * antibonding states as proportionally more metal 3d orbitals become available. Note that the area of the satellite peak does not increase linearly, as would be expected from a simple mixing of cations, showing that real changes in bulk electronic properties have occurred. Interestingly, the infl ections in the satellite peak-area distributions for (Mn,Fe)S and (Mg,Fe)S (Fig. 12 ) are in precise agreement with the phase boundaries determined from X-ray powder diffraction (Skinner & Luce 1971 , McCammon et al. 1984 , the two-phase regions being [alabandite + FeS (B8)] and [niningerite + FeS (B8)], respectively.
There have been several studies of X-ray absorption in synthetic solid-solutions with the sphalerite (B3) and wurtzite structures, which have metal and S atoms in tetrahedral coordination (Li et al. 1994b , Pong et al. 1994 , Ławniczak-Jabłonska et al. 1996 . The systems investigated include Zn 1-x Fe x S to x = 0.40, at the S K and L edges (Li et al. 1994b structure FeS, oldhamite (CaS), alabandite (MnS) and niningerite (MgS), compared with spectrum for troilite (FeS); spectra were recorded by fl uorescence yield (after Farrell et al. 2002) .
FIG. 11. Sulfur K-edge XANES for oldhamite (CaS) calculated using multiple-scattering theory in the ground-state potential. Note that a good agreement with the experimental spectrum requires a large-size cluster of nine neighbor shells, and the Z + 1 approximation (relaxed, dashed spectrum) does not result in a signifi cant improvement (after Farrell et al. 2002) .
Fe, Co and Ni) all show a weak pre-edge feature, attributable to the transition channel TM 1s → TM 3d (where TM is transition metal), which is forbidden in the dipole approximation, but becomes weakly to strongly allowed through distortion of the tetrahedral sites of the metals. In addition, the S K-edge XANES of the tetrahedral sulfi des Zn 1-x Fe x S and Zn 1-x Co x S show progressive evolution of a low-energy satellite shoulder to the edge feature a1 of the ZnS spectrum ( Fig. 2) with increase in substitution by Fe and Co (a similar feature was present but not noted in Li et al. 1994b) . This lowenergy satellite shoulder was assigned to transition of S 1s electrons to unoccupied hybridized S 3p * (or S 3s,p *) antibonding and empty metal 3d(t 2 ) states. By analogy to the cubic monosulfi de solid-solutions (above), this shoulder corresponds to the edge feature of hypothetical end-member tetrahedral FeS and CoS, and represents progressively increasing participation of metal 3d orbitals in the metal-S bonding. The edge feature of the S K-edge XANES spectrum of sphalerite (ZnS) has a stepped appearance, with all researchers (Sainctavit et al. 1987 , Li et al. 1994b , Pong et al. 1994 , Ławniczak-Jabłonska et al. 1996 recognizing four peaks or shoulders of progressively diminishing intensity (e.g., Fig. 2 ). This characteristic absorption profi le was reproduced in an early X-alpha multiple-scattering simulation (Sainctavit et al. 1987 ).
The S K-edge XANES of wurtzite (hexagonal ZnS) is essentially identical to that of sphalerite for similar bulk-compositions, and the edge feature becomes more peaked in the sequence sphalerite or wurtzite, greenockite (wurtzite-structure CdS) or hawleyite (sphalerite-structure CdS), metacinnabar (sphaleritestructure HgS) and cinnabar (trigonal-structure HgS), with a1 dominating as the white line at the edge and a3 subordinate in cinnabar and metacinnabar (Li et al. 1994b) . The positions of the S K-and L-edge features also shift to lower energy, by about 2 eV, through this series of monosulfi des, the S K-and L 3 -edge values in Li et al. (1995a) 
native S, respectively. Sulfur is in fourfold (tetrahedral) coordination in the sphalerite-and wurtzite-structure monosulfi des, but in cinnabar it has only two nearest-neighbor Hg atoms. Li et al. (1994b) also pointed out that the Cl K-edge XANES of CuCl and the P K-edge XANES of InP are strikingly similar to the S K-edge XANES of sphalerite. This agreement amongst compounds of the same structure-type (sphalerite) but dissimilar chemical composition is a clear demonstration of the control of local geometry and electronic confi guration of the absorber atom on the form of the XANES spectrum. 
S L-edge XANES spectra
The S L 2,3 -edge XANES spectra have proven less useful than the K-edge XANES for understanding the partially unoccupied DOS in the conduction band of sulfi des, because of their surface sensitivity and complexity. The edge features of S L-edge XANES spectra for the ferrous-metal monosulfi des, for example, tend to be diffuse and weakly developed above background, even where stringent precautions are taken to exclude contamination by air. Representative S L-edge spectra are reported in Li et al. (1995a) for pyrrhotite, pyrite, carrollite, MgSO 4 •2H 2 O, gypsum, anhydrite, celestine and barite, Kasrai et al. (1996b; present Fig. 3) for pyrite, native S, Na 2 S 2 O 3 , Na 2 SO 4 and various organic S compounds), Farrell et al. (2002) for niningerite, oldhamite, alabandite, troilite, native S and the cubic-monosulfi de solid-solutions, Kravtsova et al. (2004) for experimental and multiple scattering simulations of MgS, CaS, MnS and troilite, and Soldatov et al. (2004) for experimental and multiple-scattering simulations of Fe 0.923 S, Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S). In addition, there is an extensive review of S L-edge XANES spectra for metal sulfi des in Chen (1997) .
All assignments of excitations for S L-edge XANES of metal sulfi des have emphasized the importance of hybridization of S and metal orbitals. The S L edge represents transition of S 2p core-level electrons to unoccupied molecular-orbital states (S 3s *, S 3d, metal 3d, etc.), as permitted by the atomic-selection rules. The absorption edge is split by spin-orbit interaction, resulting in two separate edges (L 3 and L 2 ) overlapped and separated by 1.1-1.2 eV. In the absence of hybridization, the L 3 and L 2 edges represent the photoelectron transitions S 2p 2/3 → S 3s * and 2p 1/2 → S 3s *, respectively, which result in an ideal L 3 :L 2 peak area ratio close to 2:1. The L 3 -and L 2 -edge peaks in the spectrum for native S (Fig. 3) are presently labeled 1 and 2, respectively. This spectrum is well resolved and reproducible, even though native S is volatile at the very low pressure in the spectrometer. The S L-edge XANES spectrum for pyrite (and marcasite) is not unlike that for native S (Fig. 3) , with well-resolved L 3 ,L 2 edge peaks, and is seemingly dominated by contributions from the covalently bound disulfi de ion. This is somewhat surprising because, in pyrite and marcasite, S is in tetrahedral coordination to one S and three Fe atoms.
In contrast, the edge peaks in the S L-edge XANES for Fe 1-x S (and of NiAs-type Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S, as well) are weak , and resolution of the separate L 3 ,L 2 edges is dependent on sample preparation and measurement procedures. Hybridization of unoccupied S 3s * antibonding orbitals and empty metal 3d orbitals further complicates the S L-edge XANES of the 3d transition-metal sulfi des. For NiAstype-structure Fe 1-x S, the L 3 edge peak now represents a transition to S 3s * states hybridized with Fe 3d states, and L 2 to transition to S 3s * states hybridized with Fe 3d(e g ) states. The diffuse edge-feature in the spectrum for FeS was described as a pre-edge peak in Farrell et al. (2002) because it is displaced to lower energy, but this displacement is better interpreted simply as the chemical shift expected for a small-band-gap semiconducting monosulfi de (cf. Table 1 ). Although Co 0.923 S and Ni 0.923 S both gave spectra with the typical doublet (L 3 ,L 2 ) edge feature, the S L-edge feature of Fe 1-x S consists of three peaks, at 160.4, 161.4 and 162.4 eV for synthetic troilite (Fe 0.923 S) and 160.5, 161.4 and 162.4 eV for a crystal of pyrrhotite (Table 1 ). This triplet edge-feature is consistent with two overlapped L 3 ,L 2 edges, and possibly represents crystal-fi eld splitting of the fi nal state S 3s * antibonding orbitals hybridized with empty Fe 3d orbitals. Crystal-fi eld splitting of the conduction-band DOS is well documented for the S L-edge XANES spectrum of CdI 2 type, vander-Waals-bonded TiS 2 (Chen 1997) , resulting, in this case, in an initial set of spin-orbit split peaks about 2.5 eV below the main L 3 ,L 2 edge feature. Titanium has a formal 3d 0 confi guration in TiS 2 , which allows for extensive hybridization of empty metal 3d orbitals with unoccupied S 3s * and 3p * antibonding orbitals. Thus, the S K-edge feature of TiS 2 is also split by the crystal fi eld into two peaks of nearly equal intensity (Wu et al. 1997 , Fleet et al. 2005c , and is fairly well reproduced by multiple-scattering calculations (Wu et al. 1997 , Bocharov et al. 1998 . The edge features of the S L-edge XANES spectra for niningerite (MgS) and oldhamite (CaS) are strong (Farrell et al. 2002) , but remain diffi cult to assign in terms of simple L 3 ,L 2 doublets, even after fairly rigorous theoretical study .
OXYANIONS OF SULFUR
Sulfur in intermediate and 6+ oxidation states forms a large number of complex anions with O, although perhaps only thiosulfate, sulfi te and sulfate, along with SO 2 , sulfurous and sulfuric acid, are of signifi cance in mineralogy and geochemistry. The coordination of S atoms in these oxyanions varies from one (the terminal thiosulfide atom), to three and four in tetrahedral S(SO 3 ) and SO 4 . The S K-and L-edge spectra (Figs. 2, 13, 14; Li et al. 1995a , Kasrai et al. 1996b ) exhibit a progressive increase in the energy position of the edge feature with increase in oxidation state, refl ecting the progressive increase in charge on the absorber atom, to maximum values of 2482 eV and about 171 eV, respectively, for divalent metal sulfates, although Paris et al. (2001) reported a value of 2483.1 eV for the Kedge peak of sulfate in a natural apatite. In Figure 13 , which is after Li et al. (1995a) , the K and L edges of the sulfates MgSO 4 •2H 2 O, gypsum (CaSO 4 •2H 2 O), anhydrite, celestine and barite are correlated on a common energy-scale using the S K␣ 1 X-ray emission energy at 2307.8 eV and the S 1s binding energy for Kedge spectra and the S 2p 3/2 binding energy for L-edge spectra. These composite K-and L-edge spectra give a qualitative picture of the unoccupied DOS at the bottom of the conduction band. Li et al. (1995a) assigned the K edge of the sulfates (peak C) to the photoelectron transition S 1s → 3p-like antibonding states (of the sp 3 tetrahedral hybrid bonds). For the L edge, peak A was assigned to the transition of S 2p electrons to S 3s-like states of a 1 symmetry; the edge is split by about 1.2 eV, owing to the spin-orbit interaction of S 2p orbitals. Peak E was assigned to transition to S 3d-like e and t 2 states; this peak is weak in the K-edge XANES spectra because the transition channel 1s → 3d is forbidden in the dipole approximation.
The XANES spectra, and especially the S L-edge XANES, of the oxyanions tend to be complex and little understood. The spectra are generally composite, representing the superposition of absorption edges associated with different functional S atoms (and different S-S and S-O bonds), as well as separate L 3 and L 2 edges in Ledge spectra. They are, however, entirely reproducible from one measurement to another, making possible the reliable fi ngerprinting of small amounts of S-oxyanion salts in complex amorphous materials (e.g., Kasrai et al. 1996a) . The strong peaks in S K-edge spectra generally correspond to the absorption-edge peaks of the different functional S atoms, and can be identifi ed using the chemical-shift ruler of Figure 5 . A single sharp peak at 2482 eV in the S K-edge XANES is characteristic of sulfate; for example, Fleet et al. (2005a) recorded a value of 2481.9 eV for the edge-peak of each of gypsum, analytical reagent CaSO 4 •2H 2 O and Na 2 SO 4 (peak 4 in Fig. 14, Table 1 ). Also, peaks 1 and 4 in the S K-edge XANES of the thiosulfates at 2471.4 and 2480.2 eV, respectively (Fig. 14) , broadly correspond to the K-edge peaks of the thio (S 2-) and sulfate (S 6+ ) atoms in these salts. The meta-bisulfi te ion has the assym- FIG. 13 . Sulfur K-(dashed curves) and L-edge XANES spectra for synthetic MgSO 4 •2H 2 O, gypsum, anhydrite, celestine and barite, correlated using the S K␣ 1 X-ray emission energy at 2307.8 eV and the S 1s binding energy (BE) for K-edge spectra, and the 2p 3/2 BE for L-edge spectra. A is the S L-edge peak, and C is the S K-edge peak (after Li et al. 1995a) .
FIG. 14. Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for some S oxyanions, arranged to emphasize the local nature of photoelectron transitions associated with the absorption of X-rays. 1 marks the edge peak for thio S, and 4 the edge peak for S-O bonds of sulfate; note that Na thiosulfate (F) is a pentahydrate, and Mg thiosulfate (E) a hexahydrate. metrical confi guration [O 2 S(1)-S(2)O 3 ] 2-in which the two parts of the anion are held together by a rather weak S-S bond (S-S = 2.17 Å, compared with 2.08 Å in pyrite). The loose attachment of the O 2 S(1) group is further supported by the mode of formation of the salt K 2 S 2 O 5 , which crystallizes by saturating a solution of K 2 SO 3 with SO 2 . The broad peak 4 in the S K-edge XANES spectra of Na 2 S 2 O 5 and K 2 S 2 O 5 (Fig. 14) no doubt corresponds to the edges of the fi ve S 4+ -O bonds, and the satellite peaks 2 and 3 could represent the edges for transitions associated with the weaker S(1)-S(2) and S(2)-S(1) bonds, respectively. The spectra for the oxyanion salts of S emphasize the extremely local nature of photoelectron transitions associated with the absorption of X-rays near absorption edges. The XANES spectra are dominated by the chemical composition and geometry of the oxyanions, and are very largely independent of the extended structure of the salts. Thus, in Figure 14 , compare the S K-edge XANES of Na and Mg thiosulfate (monovalent cation and pentahydrate, and divalent cation and hexahydrate salts, respectively), Na and K meta-bisulfi te (mediumto large-sized cation Na, and large-sized cation K salts) and gypsum and anhydrite (dihydrate and anhydrous salts). Similarly, K-and L-edge XANES for a mediumsized cation dihydrate, a medium-to large-sized cation dihydrate, and several medium-to large-to very-largesized cation anhydrous sulfates are compared in Figure  13 . Note, however, that the S L-edge peaks (A) for the dihydrates have a prominent shoulder on the low-energy fl ank, whereas the anhydrous sulfates have a shoulder of similar intensity on the high-energy fl ank.
The hydrous sulfates of Ca 2+ and a broad selection of 3d transition-metal cations (including Sc 3+ , Cr 3+ , Mn 2+ , Fe 3+ , Fe 2+ , Co 2+ , Ni 2+ and Zn 2+ ) have been investigated by S K-edge XANES spectroscopy (Okude et al. 1999) . Many of these spectra exhibit a weak pre-edge feature attributable to crystal-fi eld splitting of S 3p-like antibonding orbitals hybridized with empty metal 3d orbitals. The energy position of the S K edge decreases almost linearly with increase in the number of 3d electrons, by about 1 eV from Ca 2+ to Zn 2+ . SILICATE GLASSES Paris et al. (2001) used S K-edge XANES spectroscopy to study the speciation of S in some natural and synthetic glasses of basaltic to rhyolitic compositions and S contents of 0.045 to 0.30 wt.%. Spectra for a back-arc basalt, three samples of dacite from Mt. St. Helens equilibrated in the laboratory at 2-3 kbar and magnetite-hematite (MH) or Mn oxide (MNO) oxygen buffers, and a standard Na-Ca silicate glass equilibrated in air are shown in Figure 15 . Sulfi de and sulfate were the only S species detected. The S K-edge XANES for the basalt is dominated by sulfi de, with minor sulfate; dacite No. 59a has more similar amounts of sulfi de and sulfate, whereas the spectra for the other two samples of dacite are dominated by sulfate with only a trace of sulfi de. As expected, the NBS standard glass made by melting in air shows only sulfate. Taking advantage of the enhanced brightness of a third-generation source at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF; Grenoble) and recent developments in beamline technology, Bonnin-Mosbah et al. (2002) and Métrich et al. ( , 2003 obtained S K-edge XANES spectra for glass inclusions in olivine from basaltic rocks, selected to cover a range of different volcanic zones and redox conditions, and including ocean-island basalt, back-arc basalt and mid-ocean-ridge basalt. The glass inclusions are about 100 m in size and have S contents of 0.100 to 0.165 wt.%. The synchrotron beam was focused to 0.3 ϫ 0.3 m 2 at the S K edge and 2 ϫ 2 m 2 at the Fe K edge (which also was measured), and the sample was rastered using a piezoelectric device fi tted to the sample stage. Although their micro-XANES spectra are dominated by sulfi de and sulfate species, a few spectra for glass from oxidized and H 2 O-rich basaltic arc FIG. 15 . Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for S-bearing silicate glasses. BAB is a back-arc basalt, 59a, 75b and 77b are dacite samples from Mt. St. Helens, laboratory-equilibrated at magnetite-hematite (MH) and Mn oxide (MNO) solid buffers of oxygen fugacity, and NBS-610 is a standard Na-Ca silicate glass equilibrated in air. The sharp feature B is the edge peak of sulfate (after Paris et al. 2001) .
volcanoes (Mt. Stromboli) show a weak peak near 2478 eV, corresponding to the S K edge of sulfi te (Fig. 2) . Therefore, Bonnin-Mosbah et al. (2002) suggested that S 4+ (as SO 3 2-or SO 2 ) might occur in natural silicate glasses. In subsequent studies, Métrich et al. (2002 Métrich et al. ( , 2003 proposed that S 4+ is the important intermediate species for the degassing of excess S in oxidized and H 2 O-rich basaltic arc volcanoes. However, Fleet et al. (2005b) also observed a weak peak consistent with a minor to trace amount of sulfi te in a S K-edge XANES spectrum of scapolite, but cautioned that, where sulfi de and sulfate species are present in the bulk sample, sulfi te is a possible product of auto-redox reactions at the sample surface (or near surface) during either sample preparation or XANES measurement (see also Smart et al. 1999) .
Sulfur K-edge XANES spectroscopy was used by Fleet et al. (2005a) to determine the chemical state and local environment of S in samples of basaltic glass from the eastern Galapagos rift (Perfi t et al. 1983 ) and quenched laboratory experiments. An energy-selective fl uorescence detector was used for glasses with less than 0.2 wt.% S. Fleet et al. (2005a) also investigated S in melts in the system 6NaAlSiO 4 -CaS-CaSO 4 quenched from 1500°C. The S K-edge XANES spectrum of CaS dissolved in Na-aluminosilicate glass is dominated by a broad singlet edge-feature near 2475 eV (Fig. 16) , which more or less corresponds to the fi rst edge-peak in the spectrum of crystalline CaS (oldhamite; Figs. 10,  11) . The second peak near 2477 eV in the edge structure of oldhamite is absent in the XANES spectrum of the glass and, thus, seems to be a multiple-scattering feature associated with the extended halite structure. This suggestion is confi rmed by Kravtsova et al. (2004) , who showed that fairly large clusters (consisting of 9-to 13-neighbor shells) of halite-structure CaS are required to simulate the S K-edge XANES of oldhamite using multiple-scattering theory (Fig. 11) . In contrast, S occurs as isolated SCa n coordination polyhedra in the glass (and melt) and yields only the fi rst, singlet feature of the S K-edge XANES spectrum. The XANES spectrum of CaSO 4 dissolved in Na-aluminosilicate glass is dominated by a sharp peak at about 2482 eV, corresponding to the K edge of sulfate (S 6+ ; Fig. 16) ; the extended XANES spectrum is similar to that of crystalline sulfate bonded to Ca 2+ (cf., Figs. 2, 13 ). Linear correlations between relative XANES area and wt.% content of S were established in Fleet et al. (2005a) and used to estimate the content of S in basaltic glasses. The minimum detection-limit for S (i.e., resolution of the S K edge above background) seems to be signifi cantly less than 100 ppm, although information on the chemical state at this low concentration is very limited.
The S K-edge XANES spectra of basaltic glasses synthesized under reducing conditions (i.e., close to the wüstite-magnetite and iron -quartz -fayalite oxygen buffers) are dominated by a single broad absorption peak extending from 2470 to 2482 eV, in combination with a weak peak or shoulder at 2470-2471 eV, and can be reproduced by mixing XANES spectra for FeS and alkaline-earth monosulfi des (Fig. 17) . The weak peak at 2470-2471 eV corresponds to the photoelectron transition S 1s → [S 3p *, Fe 3d(e g )] in NiAs-type (B8) FeS (peak a in Fig. 6 ), and represents Fe monosulfi de dissolved in glasses (and melts): it is diminished and shifted in energy relative to the spectrum for Fe 0.923 S because the stereochemical environment of S 2-is different in the glass than in the Fe sulfi de. The fi rst co-ordination sphere of sulfi de atoms in basaltic glass probably also contains a small proportion of alkalineearth and alkali cations, particularly Ca 2+ . This is not too surprising, as the molar content of CaO makes a signifi cant contribution to the S capacity of laboratory-equilibrated basaltic melts (Haughton et al. 1974 , O'Neill & Mavrogenes 2002 . In agreement with this expectation, the S K-edge XANES of the glass PG35 can be reproduced by mixing the spectra for troilite (FeS) and niningerite (MgS) in the ratio 3:2, and that of 1652-4 by mixing these sulfi de spectra in the ratio 4:1: the XANES spectrum for MgS is used here as a proxy for CaS "dissolved in the glass". The S K-edge XANES spectra for basalts from the eastern Galapagos rift display a wider variation in features than the synthetic FIG. 16 . Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for quenched Na-Ca-aluminosilicate melts, showing a pronounced shift in absorption-edge peak from monosulfi de (2-oxidation state; added as CaS) to sulfate (6+; added as CaSO 4 ); NAS is NaAlSiO 4 (after Fleet et al. 2005a ).
basaltic glasses (Fig. 17) , no doubt refl ecting more varied redox conditions and quenching and cooling histories. However, these spectra are also dominated by sulfi de, and one spectrum (for sample 1652-5) shows trace sulfate.
LAZURITE AND HAÜYNE
XANES spectroscopy has been used to study the chemical state of S in phosphate and silicate minerals. Minor amounts of S in apatite are present as sulfate (Paris et al. 2001) substituting for the phosphate group. Fleet et al. (2005b) recently investigated the sodalite-group minerals lazurite (Hogarth & Griffi n 1976) and haüyne (Taylor 1967) , which accommodate various S species within the interstices of an aluminosilicate framework, and made some preliminary observations on scapolite. The cage anions in lazurite [Na 6 Ca 2 Al 6 Si 6 O 24 (SO 4 ,S) 2 ] are predominantly reduced species of S and sulfate, and the mineral is notable for its color (rich royal blue, azure, violet-purple, and greenish blue), being prized as a blue pigment from antiquity. In contrast, S is completely oxidized in haüyne [Na 6 Ca 2 Al 6 Si 6 O 24 (SO 4 ) 2 ], and the mineral is colorless in the pure form. Crystal-chemical interest in these minerals is piqued by developments in the chemical composition of ultramarine pigments, which are sodalite-group phases with assumed formulae of Na 8 Al 6 Si 6 O 24 S 4 , Na 6.9 Al 5.6 Si 6.4 O 24 S 2.0 , Na 6 Al 6 Si 6 O 24 •NaS 3 , etc. (e.g., Clark et al. 1983 , Gobeltz et al. 1998 , Reinen & Lindner 1999 , GobeltzHautecoeur et al. 2002 . It is generally accepted in these studies that the characteristic color of ultramarine pigments is associated with their reduced S content and, specifi cally, with the presence of polysulfi de S 3 -and S 2 -radical anion color-centers. The polysulfi de radical S 3 -is thought to be the dominant chromophore in royalblue lazurite and blue ultramarine pigments.
Lazurite was synthesized in Fleet et al. (2005b) using (CaS + CaSO 4 ) auto-redox in hydrothermal experiments and reduction with Re foil in piston-cylinder experiments. The S K-edge XANES spectra for selected experimental products and royal-blue lazurite from Afghanistan (No. 2746) and Baffi n Island (No. 1343) are compared in Figure 18 . The spectrum of synthetic haüyne (experiment LZ11) has a single sharp edge-peak at 2481.7 eV, consistent with sulfate bonded to Ca and Na. The spectrum of a royal-blue lazurite (experiment LZ67), formed by annealing at 1200°C and 0.5 GPa, is dominated by sulfate (edge peak at 2481.7 eV) with minor reduced S species (edge peak at 2471.0 eV); on the basis of fi tted peak-areas, reduced S amounts to only about 4.4% of total S. The sulfate component of this XANES spectrum is in excellent agreement with the S K-edge XANES spectrum of LZ11 (Fig. 18) , indicating that sulfate is bonded to both Ca and Na, but the reduced S species is bonded only to Na (note that S 2-bonded to Ca would result in an edge peak near 2475 eV). The S K-edge XANES spectra for royal-blue lazurite from Afghanistan and Baffi n Island are also dominated by the sulfate edge, with subordinate reduced S amounting to 15 and 11% of total S, respectively (Fig. 18) : the spectrum for the Baffi n Island lazurite essentially duplicates an earlier measurement by Cade (2003) . However, the S K-edge XANES spectra do not provide an unambiguous test for the presence of the putative chromophore responsible for the royal-blue color of lazurite (the polysulfi de species S 3 -), because the absorption edges for disulfi de, other polysulfi des and sulfi de bonded to alkali and alkaline earth cations all crowd into the spectral range from 2471 to 2475 eV. Fortunately, complementary X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) showed that the reduced S in these materials is almost exclusively sulfi de, and that poly sulfi des are not present above minimum levels of detection (Fleet et al. FIG. 17 . Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for basaltic glasses synthesized under reducing conditions (PG175 and PG35) and collected from the eastern Galapagos rift (994-3, 1652-5 and 1652-4) . The S contents (wt.%) are 0.08(1) and 0.10 for PG35, 0.11(1) and 0.12 for 994-3, 0.10(1) and 0.09 for 1652-5 and 0.11(1) and 0.10 for 1652-4 using EPMA and XANES area, respectively, with the latter method calibrated against PG175 with 0.15(2) wt.% S by EPMA. Note that XANES spectra for 1652-4 and PG35 are simulated by mixing XANES for FeS and MgS (proxy for CaS) in ratios of 4:1 and 3:2, respectively (after Fleet et al. 2005a). 2005b). Note that the S K-edge XANES spectra for blue lazurite from hydrothermal experiments showed that the reduced S component in the framework cages is mainly thiosulfate (cf. experiment LZ07 in Fig. 18 and sodium thiosulfate in Fig. 14) .
ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY
Chemical groups containing nitrogen and S comprise a signifi cant fraction of the functional sites on humic substances and play major roles in interacting with inorganic and organic contaminants (e.g., Vairavamurthy et al. 1997) . The soil environment is the primary component of the global biogeochemical S cycle, acting as both a source and sink for various S species and mediating changes in oxidation states. The organic geochemistry of S is complex, and natural organic matter typically contains both reduced and oxidized S species. The reduced S species occur largely as intramolecular bridges (e.g., sulfi de C-S-C, disulfi de C-S-S-C and polysulfide C-S-S n -S-C bridges) in the high-molecular-weight cross-linked heterogeneous organic material. The sulfi de bridge H 2 C-S-S-CH 2 in cystine (C 6 H 12 N 2 O 4 S 2 ) is a fairly simple example, and cross-linking disulfi de bridges (C-S-S-C ) are important in stabilizing the structures of protein molecules. On the other hand, the oxidized forms of S (i.e., sulfonates and ester-bonded sulfates) are present only as terminal groups of the organic molecules in question. Vairavamurthy et al. (1997) noted that although the reduced S and sulfonate species may be formed by both biochemical and geochemical pathways, there is no known geochemical route for forming ester-bonded sulfates. Almost all of the organic S in soils and riverine systems is of biological origin. In contrast, the dominant fraction of the organic S in marine sediments is considered to be of diagenetic origin, and a product of the reaction of S nucleophiles with functionalized organic molecules coating clay minerals. Active S nucleophiles include the hydrogen sulfi de generated in bacterial sulfate reduction and its partial oxidation intermediates, such as thiols and polysulfi des. Thus, when a thiol group is added across an unsaturated bond of a functional organic site, an organic S bond (i.e., C-S-) is formed, nucleating a bridging organic reaction. Sulfur nucleophiles also react with Fe-bearing minerals, in the inorganic branch of the S cycle, to form Fe sulfi des, principally pyrite and pyrrhotite.
The chemical complexity of natural organic matter has frustrated its routine biogeochemical characterization. In soil science, reduction with hydrogen iodide (HI) is a standard procedure for distinguishing between ester-SO 4 -S (HI-reducible S) and C-bonded S. However, this indirect method yields only limited biochemical characterization of organic S (e.g., Solomon et al. 2003) . Differential reduction of organic S compounds to H 2 S does not identify the organic functional groups or the intermediate oxidation states of S. The pyrolysis -gas chromatography -mass spectrometry approach is used for coal, kerogens and aquatic humic substances, but is limited to speciation of thermally stable forms of S. Within this context, S K-and L-edge XANES spectroscopy are proving to be invaluable, non-destructive, and in some cases in situ, techniques for characterizing the S functional groups in natural organic matter. The method has been applied to coals (e.g., Hussain et al. 1982 , Spiro et al. 1984 , Huffman et al. 1991 , George et al. 1991 , Brown et al. 1992 , Kasrai et al. 1990 , 1996b , Olivella et al. 2002 , Huggins et al. 1997 , heavy petroleum asphalts (bitumens) and asphaltenes (George & Gorbaty 1989 , Gorbaty et al. 1991 , Waldo et al. 1991 , Kasrai et al. 1994 , Vairavamurthy et al. 1994 , Sarret et al. 1999 , kerogens , Sarret et al. 2002 and sediments, soils and humus (Vairavamurthy et al. 1994 , 1997 , Morra et al. 1997 , Olivella et al. 2002 , Qian et al. 2002 , Beauchemin et al. 2002 , Solomon et al. 2003 , Jokic et al. 2003 . FIG. 18 . Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra for synthetic haüyne (LZ11) and lazurite from Afghanistan (2746), Baffin Island (1343) and high-(LZ67) and hydrothermal-pressure (LZ07) synthesis. Note that the spectrum of colorless haüyne contains a single edge-peak for sulfate, whereas royal-blue lazurite (2746, 1343 and LZ67) contains both reduced S and sulfate species, and LZ07 contains thiosulfate and sulfate species (after Fleet et al. 2005b) .
Sulfur is one of the major and most troublesome contaminants in fossil fuels. Although it is present only in low concentrations, S causes problems in every process that involves coal. Both the content and chemical form of S vary considerably with provenance and rank of the coal. The presence of organically bound S, which cannot be removed by physical coal-cleaning methods, is a major obstacle in the use of high-S coals: the inorganic-S content, which is principally in the form of pyrite and sulfate minerals, is readily removed by physical methods (e.g., Huggins et al. 1997) . The potential applications of S K-edge XANES spectroscopy for fi ngerprinting and quantifying S in coal was explored by Hussain et al. (1982) , who showed that the absorption at the S K edge is qualitatively in proportion to the amount of S present in lignite (1.1 wt.% S), semanthracite (0.6 wt.% S), subbituminous coal (0.4 wt. % S) and a bituminous (high volatile content) coal (3.6 wt.% S). The S K-edge XANES method was used to characterize and quantify organic S species in a number of subsequent studies (George & Gorbaty 1989 , George et al. 1991 , Huffman et al. 1991 , Huggins et al. 1997 . The different functional S groups were resolved by least-squares fi tting by Huffman et al. (1991) and third-derivative analysis by George et al. (1991) . Kasrai et al. (1990 Kasrai et al. ( , 1996b and Brown et al. (1992) developed S L-edge XANES spectra for fi ngerprinting the functional groups of organic S in coals. In the most recent of these three studies, linear combinations of the S Ledge XANES spectra for various inorganic and organic model compounds (Figs. 3, 19) were used for reference purposes. Kasrai et al. (1996b) characterized Rasa coal (a bituminous coal from Croatia of Cretaceous age), P-803 coal (bituminous, Canada, Cretaceous) and fossilized latex-1 and -2 (Germany, Eocene), identifying alkyl and aryl sulfi des, alkyl and aryl disulfi des and heterocyclic forms of sulfur in powdered samples of the untreated coals. Sulfonic acid and sulfate were present in coal oxidized in air. For the untreated Rasa coal, in which S is mostly of organic origin, they found that the best match of the S L-edge XANES spectrum (Fig. 19 ) was obtained with a composite spectrum modeled from 40% of the spectrum of 1,2-benzodiphenylene sulfi de (thiophenic S), 30% thioxanthen-9-one and 30% phenyl (aryl) disulfi de (spectra B, C and D, respectively, in Fig. 19 ), in good agreement with the earlier estimate of Brown et al. (1992) . In respect to the appropriate X-ray absorption methodology for characterizing organic S in coals, Kasrai et al. (1996b) concluded that whereas both S K-and L-edge XANES spectra are sensitive to S functional groups, the S L-edge method is more sensitive to subtle changes in the substitutions within individual functional groups.
Sulfur speciation in kerogens of the Orbagnoux deposit (southern Jura Mountains, France; Upper Kimmeridgian in age) have been studied by S K-and L-edge XANES spectroscopy and pyrolysis (Sarret et al. 2002) . The deposit is noted for conspicuous accumulations of oil-bearing, thermally immature, and extremely S-rich organic matter: S contents as high as 17.5 wt.% have been reported for some samples of isolated kerogens. The kerogens were concentrated from rock powders by solvent extraction and acid treatment, and investigated in powdered form. The S L-edge XANES spectra of the unheated kerogens are characterized by three main peaks (labeled a, b and c in Fig. 20 ) that correspond in energy position to the principal features FIG. 19 . Sulfur L-edge XANES spectra for a standard coal from Rasa (Croatia) and reference organic S compounds, including: (B) 1,2-benzodiphenylene sulfi de, (C) thioxanthen-9-one, (D) phenyl disulfi de, (E) poly(phenylene sulfi de), (F) DL-cystine and (G) S-methyl-L-cysteine. The best match for the Rasa coal was obtained with 40% thiophenic S (B), 30% thioxanthone (C) and 30% aryl disulfi de (D) (after Kasrai et al. 1996b). in the XANES spectrum of thiophene (spectrum E in Fig. 20) . Satisfactory matches to both S K-and L-edge XANES spectra of kerogens were obtained with linear combinations of the spectra for the labeled compounds; e.g., the S L-edge XANES for sample TM9sa was modeled with 66% thiophene, 22% thiol S and 12% disulfi de (spectra E, B and A, respectively, in Fig. 20) . Sarret et al. (2002) showed that S speciation is similar in the unheated kerogens from the fi ve facies recognized in the Orbagnoux deposit; all samples examined contain thiophenes as major species and disulfi des, alkyl sulfi de and thiols in smaller proportion. Also, substantial aromatization of non-thiophenic S forms occurred with thermal treatment. Sulfur K-edge XANES spectroscopy has been used to identify oxidation states of S and assess the impact of land-use changes on organic S in soils from two localities in Ethiopia (Solomon et al. 2003) . XANES spectra for humic substances extracted from the claysize fraction of soils from the southwestern highlands at Wushwush are shown in Figure 21 , where the energy scale is relative to the edge feature of native S at 2472 eV. Reduced S species are characterized by absorption at 0.8-1.8 eV (representing sulfi de, disulfi de, thiol and thiophene), intermediate species at 1.9-2.5 eV (sulfoxide) and 8.2-8.5 eV (sulfonate), and oxidized species at 10.1-10.2 eV (sulfate). Evidently, the intermediate oxidation-states (sulfoxide and sulfonate) are dominant in organic matter associated with the clay-size fraction, followed by highly oxidized S and most reduced S. The relative proportion of most reduced and intermediate S species decreased overall in the sequence natural forests > plantations > cultivated fi elds. The S XANES are critical to understanding the link between S oxidation states, bioavailability of organic S moieties and the shifts that occur following land-use changes.
Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra of marine sediments and extracted humic substances from three diverse localities (a salt marsh in Shelter Island, New York, the Peru Margin and Florida Bay) show that organic sulfi des, disulfi des and polysulfi des, sulfonates and organic sulfates are the major forms of S ( Fig. 22 ; Vairavamurthy et al. 1997) . The bulk-sediment samples from the salt marsh and Peru Margin also contain signifi cant amounts of pyrite. The absence of pyrite from the Florida Bay sediment was attributed to the very low Fe content of the carbonate sediments, although it seems clear from the decrease in proportion of total reduced S content that the redox conditions are more oxidizing in the sequence salt marsh < Peru Margin < Florida Bay. As noted above, although the reduced and intermediate-oxidation-state S species in humic substances may be formed by both biochemical and geochemical processes, there is no known geochemical route for forming ester-bonded sulfates. Thus, in marine sediments, these terminal groups are either inherited from the source organic matter or formed by bacterial mediation. Contrary to an earlier view that it is unstable FIG. 20 . Comparison of S L-edge XANES spectra for kerogens from Orbagnoux (France; TM5, TM8b, TM9sa, TM11, TM12 and TM15) and some reference organic S compounds, including: (A) DL-cystine, (B) DL-cysteine, (C) DL-methionine, (D) poly(phenylene sulfide), (E) dibenzothiophene, (F) 3-(2-thienyl)-DL-alanine and (G) DL-methionine sulfoxide. The best match for kerogen sample TM9sa was obtained with 66% thiophene (E), 22% thiol S (B) and 12% disulfi de (A) (after Sarret et al. 2002) .
in marine sediments, Vairavamurthy et al. (1997) showed that ester-bonded sulfate is a major form of S in sedimentary humic substances and can survive the exhaustive pH changes involved in extracting humic acids from sediments. Recognition of the cross-linking structural role of the reduced S species shows that the organic C-S-C linkages are generated during humifi cation in the early stages of diagenesis, thus supporting the argument that humic substances are the precursors of source-rock kerogens. In other related S K-edge XANES studies, Jokic et al. (2003) analyzed S speciation in wetland soils from Saskatchewan, and Qian et al. (2002) found that methyl mercury, CH 3 Hg(II), preferentially forms complexes with reduced organic S groups of humic substances in northern soils and stream sediments. With the advent of high-brightness synchrotron-radiation beams, spatial mapping of S species is now possible. Thus, S K-edge XANES mapping allows the location of the sulfated glucidic components of coral aragonite skeletons to be identifi ed (Cuif et al. 2003) . In that study, the authors used the two amino acids cysteine (H-S-C bonds) and methionine (C-S-C bonds) as well as cystine (C-S-S-C bonds) as reference compounds for reduced S, and chondroitin sulfate (C-SO 4 bonds), a sulfated sugar, for oxidized S. The XANES mapping showed that high concentrations of sulfated sugars coincide with centers of calcifi cation, with lesser amounts of sulfated sugars located at skeletal growth steps, strongly suggesting involvement of sugars in the mineralization process. 
SUMMARY
(1) The fi ne structure at X-ray absorption edges has given rise to two quite different types of chemical spectroscopy: extended X-ray absorption fi ne structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES). The XANES spectrum is a fi ngerprint of the chemical state of the absorber atom, and XANES spectroscopy has proven to be the ideal non-destructive technique for characterizing and quantifying S species in compositionally complex natural materials.
(2) The S K edge corresponds to transition of photoelectrons from the S 1s core level to unoccupied S 3p * antibonding orbitals, and the S L edge to transition from the S 2p core level to empty S 3s * antibonding orbitals. The 2p level is split by spin-orbit interaction, so that the actual photoelectron transitions for the latter are S 2p 3/2 → S 3s * and S 2p 1/2 → S 3s *. Because both initial and final electron states are important in defi ning the transition energy associated with an absorption edge, the XANES spectrum yields information on the lower part of the conduction band, and the chemical state and local stereochemical environment of the S absorber atom. Moreover, through hybridization of unoccupied S antibonding orbitals and empty metal 3d orbitals, S K-and L-edge XANES spectra also reveal details of the 3d electron confi guration and bonding of metal atoms coordinated with S, even though the metal atoms are not probed directly.
(3) The position of the edge feature of S K-and Ledge XANES is a chemical ruler for oxidation states of S. The S K edge shifts progressively from 2469.5-2470 eV for transition-metal monosulfides (2-oxidation state) to 2471 eV for disulfi des of the pyrite group (1-), 2472 eV for native S (0), 2478 eV for sulfi tes (4+) and 2482 eV for sulfates (6+). The complex S oxyanions may exhibit a characteristic edge for each functional S group and even for individual S-S and S-O bonds. Similar shifts are evident for organic S: e.g., in humic substances from soils in Ethiopia, reduced S species are characterized by absorption at 2473-2474 eV (representing sulfi de, disulfi de, thiol and thiophene), intermediate species at 2474-2475 eV (sulfoxide) and 2480-2481 eV (sulfonate) and oxidized species at 2482 eV (sulfate). A complicating factor for inorganic calibration is that the S K edge of monosulfi des also shifts upward with decreasing covalence of the metal, from 2469.5 eV in chalcopyrite to 2475.1 eV in niningerite.
(4) Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra are reviewed for chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, pyrite, troilite, pyrrhot ite and NiAs-type Co 0.923 and Ni 0.923 S, niningerite (MgS), oldhamite (CaS), alabandite (MnS) and cubic FeS, sphalerite and related phases and selected solidsolutions of the monosulfi des. The XANES spectra for FeS, CoS, NiS, MgS, CaS, MnS and ZnS have been simulated by multiple-scattering calculations. A common characteristic feature of the S K-edge XANES is that the strength of the edge peak of the NiAs-type monosulfi des, and their mutual solid-solutions, and of a shoulder to the edge peak of the cubic monosulfi de and sphalerite-or wurtzite-type solid-solutions, increases progressively with increase in participation of metal 3d orbitals in metal-S bonding.
(5) The edge features of S L-edge XANES spectra for the ferrous-metal monosulfi des tend to be diffuse and weakly developed above background. However, complexity in the S L 2 ,L 3 edges of troilite, pyrrhotite and CdI 2 -type TiS 2 is consistent with crystal-field splitting of the fi nal state S3s * antibonding orbitals hybridized with empty Fe 3d orbitals.
(6) Sulfate in gypsum, anhydrite, celestine, barite and other inorganic salts, silicate minerals and glasses and organic compounds is characterized by a single sharp K-edge feature at 2482 eV.
(7) The S K-edge XANES spectra of reduced basaltic glasses are dominated by a single broad absorption peak extending from 2470 to 2482 eV in combination with a weak peak or shoulder at 2470-2471 eV, and can be reproduced by mixing XANES spectra for FeS and alkaline-earth monosulfi des. Thus, the fi rst coordination sphere of sulfi de atoms in basaltic glasses probably also contains a small proportion of Ca 2+ , in addition to Fe cations. More oxidized silicate glasses contain sulfate coexisting with sulfi de.
(8) The S K-edge XANES spectra of royal-blue lazurite are dominated by the sulfate edge, with subordinate reduced S species amounting to 15 and 11% of total S for samples from Afghanistan and Baffi n Island, respectively, and 4.4% for a synthetic sample annealed at 1200°C and 0.5 GPa. However, the XANES method did not provide an unambiguous test for the presence of the polysulfi de (S 3 -) chromophore. (9) Sulfur K-and L-edge XANES spectroscopy are proving to be invaluable non-destructive, and in some cases in situ, techniques for characterizing and quantifying the sulfur functional groups in natural organic matter. For example, S L-edge XANES spectra were used to identify alkyl and aryl sulfi des, alkyl and aryl disulfi des and heterocyclic forms of sulfur in untreated coals and sulfonic acid and sulfate in coal oxidized in air. Similarly, by using linear combinations of reference spectra, kerogen from the Orbagnoux deposit, France, was deduced to contain 66% thiophene, 22% thiol sulfur and 12% disulfi de species. Sulfur K-edge XANES shows that the major forms of organic S in humic substances extracted from marine sediments are sulfides, disulfides and polysulfides, sulfonates and sulfates. Also, the proportion of reduced organic S species diminishes with cultivation in subtropical soils. The recent introduction of S K-edge micro-XANES mapping has shown that sulfated sugars are concentrated at the centers of calcifi cation of coral aragonite skeletons, suggesting an involvement of the sugars in the mineralization process.
